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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
This paper addresses the question of the appropriate treatment in macroeconomic
statistics1 of securities repurchase agreements, securities lending with and without cash
collateral, gold swaps and gold loans which together have posed difficulties for macroeconomic
statisticians. Collectively, they are referred to as reverse transactions.
2.
Reverse transactions are widely used in financial markets and have been growing rapidly
in the last few years2. In all cases, while there is a legal change in ownership of the underlying
instrument, market risk remains with the original owner. Their use results in improved market
efficiency. In most instances, these activities permit the holder of the underlying instrument to
increase its income from the asset. They do not fit easily in the standard instrument breakdown
because they have complicated features that defy simple classification. Indeed, all these
activities create the potential of a double count of the assets involved. Their statistical treatment
will affect their analytical interpretation. This paper seeks to achieve an acceptable statistical
approach that makes their treatment both analytically meaningful (in economic terms) as well as
observing the principles of the macroeconomic statistical system. Developing an internationally
consistent and coherent approach is important, not just to avoid imbalances (though that is
clearly important) but also to provide comparability of concept and interpretation.
3.
The next section sets out what these transactions are and indicates their similarities and
their differences. The third section reviews the underlying principles of IMF’s Balance of
Payments Manual, fifth edition (BPM5) and the 1993 System of National Accounts (1993 SNA).
The fourth section examines how accounting standards address the issues. The fifth section
examines the statistical implications of the different treatments and how they might be applied
to these transactions. The sixth section presents recommendations on how these transactions
should be treated statistically—as collateralized loans, with additional information to assist
analysis. The concluding section presents the view adopted by the IMF Committee on Balance
of Payments Statistics (the Committee) at its meeting in October 2000.

1

The balance of payments, the national accounts, monetary and financial statistics and government
finance statistics.

2

The size of the market for transactions of this nature is not well recorded. However, recent work by the
International Organization of Securities Commissions (1999) indicates that the value of securities on
“loan” and repurchase agreements is excess of $2 trillion monthly (see p. 13 of the report). Data on
cross-border transactions are not well developed but the indications are that are also substantial. See
Bank of England (1999)
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II. WHAT ARE THESE INSTRUMENTS?
A. Security Repurchase Agreements (Repos)
4.
A securities repurchase agreement (repo) is an arrangement involving the sale of
securities at a specified price with a commitment to repurchase the same or similar securities at
a fixed price on a specified future date (often with a very short maturity, e.g., overnight, but
increasingly for longer maturities, sometimes up to several weeks) or with an “open” maturity
(where the parties agree to renew or terminate the repo daily).3 ,4,5,6 Initial and variation margin
payments may also be made (see further below). A repo is reviewed from the perspective of the
seller of securities (the “cash taker”).7 The agreement is called a reverse repo when viewed
from the perspective of the securities buyer (the cash provider). When the funds are repaid
(along with an interest payment) the securities are returned to the cash taker. The provision of
the funds earns the cash provider interest which is related to the current interbank rate
(determined at the outset of the transaction) and not the rate of interest earned on the security
“repoed.”8 Full, unfettered ownership passes to the cash provider but the market risk — the
benefits (and risks) of ownership9 such as the right to holding gains (and losses) and receipt of
the property/investment income attached to the security — are retained by the cash taker as if no
change of ownership had occurred, in the same manner as when collateral is usually provided.
3

Such an arrangement avoids settlement costs if both parties wish to rollover the repo on a continuous
basis.

4

If the seller acquires an option rather than an obligation to buy back the security, the arrangement is
sometimes called a spurious repurchase agreement. Such a transaction is not considered to be a repo
and should be recorded as a transaction in a security with an option (a financial derivative) attached to it.

5

Transactions known as sale/buy backs, carries, stock or bond lending against cash, securities lending
with cash collateral, all have essentially the same characteristics as repos, though there are minor legal or
technical differences. Provided they involve a cash leg, they are all included in this paper under the term
“repos”.

6

The term “repurchase agreement” is derived from the perspective of the provider of the security as it is
that party which is obligated to repurchase it.

7

Terms such as “borrower”, “lender”, “purchaser” or “seller” may be misleading in this context, given
the nature of these transactions. Accordingly, this paper uses the more neutral terms of “cash provider”
and “cash taker” in discussing repos, in line with those used by Simon Grey (1998) Repo of Government
Securities.

8

This point is the more evident if equities are used rather than debt instruments. Where debt instruments
are used (which is the much more common practice) and, in the event that a coupon payment is made
during the life of the repo, that is factored into the funds repaid. However, market participants endeavor
to avoid such a situation if possible.

9

Except the right to sell.
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“Full, unfettered ownership” means that the cash provider acquires ownership of the security
and may sell it. Originally, it was intended that the cash provider’s right to on-sell would be
invoked only in the event of a default by the cash taker. However, as the market has developed,
on-selling has become much more common and the right to on-sell at the cash provider’s option
is almost universal. It is this development that has caused the most difficulty in the classification
of repos because change of ownership is an underlying principle of all the macroeconomic
statistics.
B. Use of Repos
5.
Repos are used by several types of players in financial markets. Most commonly,
financial institutions transact with other financial institutions, both domestic and nonresident,
and central banks with domestic financial institutions and other central banks but nonfinancial
enterprises and governments may also use repos. When reverse repos are used by central banks
with domestic financial institutions, they are used as a policy tool to ease liquidity in the
financial system. On the other hand, when a central bank undertakes a repo (that is, it becomes
the cash taker) it is draining liquidity from the financial system in the short-term—restricting
monetary conditions—by removing funds from the market. This restriction will be reversed
when the second leg of the repo is transacted.
6.
Repos are frequently used as a means of financing the acquisition of the underlying
instrument. For example, a nonresident purchaser of a government security may repo the
security to a resident financial institution as it may either not have or not wish to use its own
funds to acquire the security outright (at least, for the time being) and may be assuming that the
repo rate (the rate paid by the borrower in a repo transaction) will be less than the rate on the
security it is acquiring (for as long as it holds the security). Alternatively, the purchaser is
anticipating a downwards shift in the interest yield curve, producing holding gains on the
security, without tying up its own funds. In many countries, the repo rate is the benchmark rate
for central bank lending.
7.
If a central bank “repos” with a financial institution (either domestic or nonresident) by
providing foreign currency securities issued by a nonresident in exchange for foreign exchange
deposits, it may be undertaking the transaction to increase temporarily the liquidity of
international reserve assets (provided the foreign assets meet the criteria for inclusion in
reserves10). When used between central banks, repos provide a means by which the cash taking
central bank can increase reserve assets without entering the foreign exchange market.
8.
Repos between financial institutions, whether with other domestic or non-resident
financial institutions, permit the cash taker to retain the benefits (and risks) of ownership of the
security, while being able to obtain funds at a competitive rate. For the cash provider, funds are
lent at a market rate, secured by very high quality collateral — which can be accessed quickly
10

For the statistical classification of repos by central banks, see below in Section V Statistical
Implications.
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and easily either as part of the financial institution’s own financing activities (i.e., if the reverse
repoing party on-sells the security acquired under the repo) or in the event of default. Chains of
repos and reverse repos, and reverse repos followed by outright sale, are common practice in
financial markets as highly creditworthy market players raise funds at lower rates in order to onlend at higher rates. In this manner, repo players are also part of a broader financial
intermediation activity.11 The development of repo markets can increase liquidity of a money
market while, at the same time, deepening the market for the underlying securities used
(frequently, government securities but not necessarily), leading to finer borrowing rates both for
money market participants and governments. These chains pose difficulties for statisticians: this
issue is explored further in Section V, Statistical Implications.
9.
Usually, the cash taker in a repo is the initiator of the transaction which tends to place
the cash provider in a slightly stronger negotiating position. These are called cash-driven repos.
In these circumstances, the cash taker is not usually required to provide a specific security – a
list of acceptable securities is generally available. Frequently, substitution of the security is
permitted during the life of the repo, that is, the cash taker may wish to access the security
repoed and so usually is permitted to do so by substituting it for another of equal quality
(generally on the list of acceptable securities). The right to substitute the repoed security will
usually affect the rate of interest charged on the repo. However, in certain circumstances, the
cash provider may have need for a specific type of security. These transactions are known as
securities-driven repos. They often result when a particular security goes “special” (i.e., it is in
very high demand and there is insufficient supply to meet commitments). In these
circumstances, if cash is provided in exchange for the securities,12 the cash taker may be in a
stronger bargaining position. In essence, when a security-driven repo transaction takes place,
the cash taker is prepared to accept cash in return for the security provided, as long as it can be
compensated for the risk of parting with the security by obtaining, in return, a sufficient spread
between what can be earned in the money market on the cash received and the interest paid to
the cash provider. In extreme cases, when the security may be unavailable from any other
source, and the cash provider must make delivery to a third party, this borrowing rate may fall
to zero.13
11

Repo market players may have matched or unmatched books, or a mixture of the two: in a matched
book, maturities of all repos are the same as those for reverse repos, so that the market player is not
exposed. In an unmatched book, the maturities differ in which case the market player is speculating on
movements in the yield curve.

12

Securities acquired under a reverse transaction without an exchange of cash are discussed under
securities lending, below.

13

In some instances, when a repo is due to be unwound, the cash provider may not be able to return the
security. This situation is called non-delivery (not default) and results in the cash taker retaining the
funds without having to pay interest. Non-delivery is different from default in that there is not usually a
question of the cash provider’s being unable to return the securities at all, merely there is a delay in the
process (usually as the result of another party in the chain of repoing (in and out) being unable to access
the specific security at that particular date).
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10.
Margin payments are often made under a repo.14 They are made to provide one party
with some additional protection against default. They may be made at the outset, in which case
they are known as initial margins.15 Margins may also be paid during the life of a repo if the
value of the security under repo falls, in which case the margin payments are known as
variation margin. Whether a transaction is cash-driven or securities-driven will affect which
party pays margin. If the transaction is cash-driven, the cash taker will usually be required to
provide the margin; if the transaction is securities-driven, the cash provider may be required to
provide the margin. Margin may be in the form of cash or securities.16
11.
The amount of margin provided is affected by both market and credit risk. Market risk
relates to the volatility of price and riskiness of the repoed security; credit risk is the mutual
exposure of risk that the cash taker and the cash provider have to each other. The amount of
margin paid, and whether it is initial or variation, depends on the importance of these two types
of risk, and the relative bargaining position of the parties. If the cash provider receives a
security the value of which is subject to large price fluctuations, and/or if the cash provider were
to feel that there is a risk of default by the cash taker, initial or variation margins are required.
Margin is sought because, were the cash taker to default, and the value of the security were to
fall (due, for example, to adverse movements in interest rates) the cash provider would suffer a
holding loss because the security under repo may be worth less than the funds provided to the
cash taker. On the other hand, the cash taker may also be exposed to risk. If the security’s value
rises, and the cash provider on-sells and then goes bankrupt before the repo is closed out, the
cash taker will have lost any holding gain that might have occurred (abstracting from the
payment of any margin). Either way, when margin is paid, whether initial or variation, the
exchange of value is imbalanced: one party is receiving (paying) more than it is providing
(receiving) in return.
12.
In many developed financial markets, initial margin may not be required at the inception
of a repo if the credit standing of both parties is approximately equal (monetary authorities
usually ask for initial margin and rarely, if ever, pay it) but variation margin is usually provided
when the market price of the security falls. On the other hand, when the value of the security
rises, the cash provider may or may not return part of the security’s value as a “reverse variation
margin”, depending on the market’s practices in any given country. In less developed capital
markets, and depending on the depth and price volatility of the market of the security
underlying the repo, initial margins of substantially more (possibly up to 25 per cent) than the
value of the cash provided may be required.

14

Some reverse transactions, such as sale/buy backs, do not have margin payments.

15

The term “haircut” is sometimes used in relation to repo transactions. The haircut is used as part of the
initial valuation of the security repoed and is part of the way that margins are provided.

16

The appropriate statistical treatment of margins is explored further below.
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13.
In some respects, a repo can be seen as a value transaction coupled with a “volume
dimension” attached to it. The value of the transaction could be taken to be the value of the
exchange of cash; the volume dimension represents the exchange of the securities, that is, the
security that is given up will have exactly the same characteristics as that returned, regardless of
any changes in price that may have taken place in the meantime (abstracting from the payment
of margin and the accrual of interest on the instrument). So that if the value of the security has
risen during the life of the repo (i.e., between the original sale and the subsequent repurchase)
the “volume” that was provided is returned (usually expressed in terms of the nominal value of
the security) not the value of the funds that was exchanged at the outset. Similarly, if the value
of the security has fallen, the cash provider is not required to return a higher value of the
security at the close of the repo’s life (again, abstracting for the payment of margin) to equal the
value of the cash paid/returned. This reflects the fact that it is the original owner who bears the
market risk on the security.
14.
Repos (and other reverse transactions) bear certain similarities to financial derivatives,
particularly the possible difference between the agreed repurchase price and the market price of
the security at the time the security is returned. This issue is discussed further in Statistical
Implications, Section V.
C. Securities Lending
15.
Securities lending refers to an arrangement under which a holder transfers securities to a
“borrower”, with an agreement to return the securities on a fixed date or on demand. Full,
unfettered ownership is transferred to the “borrower” but the economic risks and benefits of
ownership remain with the original owners17. If there is no commitment to return the security to
the original owner and the original owner does not retain the rights of ownership, the exchange
of securities is not securities lending: it is a transaction in the securities. The “borrower” of the
securities will usually provide collateral, typically other securities of equal value to the
securities “lent”, or, more frequently, of greater value, thereby providing initial margin.18,19
If cash collateral is provided, the transaction has the same economic impact as a repo (discussed
above); if non-cash collateral is provided, the “borrower” to the “lender” pays a fee. This subsection discusses those exchanges of securities that do not involve cash.

17

Except for the right to sell the security.

18

In some instances, no collateral is provided.

19

As securities lending is almost always undertaken to permit the “borrower” to make delivery on
securities it does not hold, a right to substitute is not relevant. However, there may be circumstances
where the right is required.
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D. Use of Securities Lending
16.
The motivation for “borrowing” securities in this fashion is similar to securities-driven
repos and is a commonly-used technique through which brokers cover “short positions”,20
typically when a security has gone “special”, that is, demand is greater than supply. Securities
lending involves securities that may be issued by residents or nonresidents, by governments or
by corporations, and can be either equities or debt instruments. Securities lending increases
liquidity in the securities market as well as the timeliness of some trade settlements—especially
for securities that trade infrequently or in small volume. Because the securities “borrowed” are
intended to be on-sold, repayment in equivalent securities is necessary (i.e., those with the same
characteristics—such as issuer, maturity date, coupon rate, currency—as those “loaned” but
with different certificate numbers).
17.
The fee is the incentive for the security “lender” to agree to the transaction as it gives the
“lender” an additional return on the security. The fee is independent of any income that may be
earned on the security (as property/investment income). Consequently, the securities lender
receives two types of income from ownership of the securities—the fee (for providing the
security and taking the risk of default) and the underlying property income. In securities
lending, which is a securities-driven activity, the “borrower” initiates the transaction which
means that the bargaining advantage lies with the “lender” of the security, and, depending on
the availability of the security, the level of the fee charged. The payment may be made at
inception or at close out of the contract.
18.
In the same manner as a repo, securities lending may be said to represent a “volume”
exchange of securities. If, for example, the securities exchanged are shares, then the same
number of the shares, with the same characteristics, is to be returned at the termination of the
contract; if the securities are debt instruments, the returned securities are valued on the same
principles as for repos (usually expressed in their face value plus any interest that has accrued
on the securities during the life of the transaction). The value of the securities lent is not the
criterion used for their return.
19.
Usually, the “lender” does not have the right to on-sell the collateral received except in
the event of default by the “borrower.”21 In many cases, the release of securities between
holders is conducted by security depositories (custodians) on the “lender’s” behalf; frequently,
under these circumstances, the “lender” of the security is unaware that the security it owns has
been “lent” because the custodial arrangement may permit such transactions without the express
permission of the owner on each occasion.

20

A “short position” occurs when a party has sold an asset that it does not own.

21

Accordingly, in most instances, the “lender” is likely to account for the collateral off-balance sheet.
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20.
If the value of the securities placed as collateral falls vis-à-vis the value of the securities
“loaned”, the securities “borrower” is usually required to place variation margin, to give the
securities “lender” adequate, continuing protection. If the value of the securities placed as
collateral increases, the securities “lender” may or may not be required to return part of the
collateral, depending on country practice.
21.
As the securities “borrowed” are acquired to cover a short position, the “borrower” will
be given the legal right to on-sell the securities “borrowed.”22 In that event, the “borrower” is
likely to record a short position. Chains of securities lending can be established when brokers
successively on-lend securities to brokers, dealers, or other parties, with the result that there
could be multiple parties claiming ownership of the same security at the same time. This will
happen when each owner, in turn, after buying the security outright, then on-lends it. While, in
aggregate, this overcounting will be offset by the “borrower” in each securities lending
transaction recording a short position for each time there is on-selling, there remains the
problem of misleading statistics on which sectors and/or nonresidents have the real claim on the
issuer (as opposed to the various securities lenders’ claims on the securities “borrowers” for the
return of the securities) in the same manner as for repos. These issues are explored further in
Section V Statistical Implications.
E. Reverse Transactions Involving Gold
22.
Reverse transactions involving gold may have either cash as a counter leg or
securities.23,24 When the contra-leg is cash, the transaction is a gold swap; when the contra-leg is
securities, the transaction is a gold loan or a gold deposit. The next two sub-sections examine
gold swaps, and gold loans or deposits.
Gold swaps
23.
Gold swaps are usually undertaken between monetary authorities. The gold is exchanged
for foreign exchange deposits (or other reserve assets) with an agreement that the transaction be
unwound at an agreed future date, at an agreed price. The monetary authority acquiring the
foreign exchange will pay interest on the foreign exchange received. Gold swaps are undertaken
when the cash-taking monetary authority has need of foreign exchange but does not wish to sell
outright its gold holdings. In that manner, gold is a leveraging device. Gold swaps sometimes
involve transactions where one of the parties is not a monetary authority (usually it is another
22

Without the right to on-sell, there is little point to the transaction.

23

It is possible that a reverse transaction involving gold may have both cash and securities as the contraleg, or involve neither.

24

In that respect, gold swaps are more akin to repos, while gold loans or deposits are more like securities
lending.
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depository corporation). Gold swaps between monetary authorities do not usually involve the
payment of margin.
24.
The nature of gold swaps is similar to that of repos and securities lending in that the
market risk toward the underlying asset (in this case, gold) remains with the original holder: if
gold prices increase, the volume of gold returned is the same as that swapped, while the same
value of the foreign exchange (as defined at the time of the initiation of the swap, plus any
accrued interest) is returned.
Gold Loans or Deposits
25.
Gold loans or deposits are undertaken by monetary authorities to obtain a non-holding
gain return on gold which otherwise earns none. The gold is “lent to” (or “deposited with”) a
resident or nonresident financial institution (such as a bullion bank) or another party in the gold
market with which the monetary authority has dealings and confidence and which is probably
acting as an intermediary for a gold dealer or gold miner which has a temporary shortage of
gold. The intermediary will, in turn, “lend” the gold to the dealer or miner. In return, the
borrower may provide the monetary authorities with high quality collateral, usually securities
(frequently, but not necessarily, substantially in excess of the value of the gold provided) but
not cash, and will pay a “fee” thereby increasing the return from holding gold. The collateral
does not change ownership and is accounted for as an off-balance sheet holding of the monetary
authority.25 All the risks of changes in price of gold reside with the “lender” or “depositor”, i.e.,
the monetary authority. The “loan” or “deposit” may be placed on demand or for a fixed period
(in which case it is usually available on short notice, to help meet the criteria for inclusion in
reserve assets). In this manner, the transactions take on the same “volume” dimension as the
other reverse transactions, the amount of gold to be returned is based on the volume in the first
leg of the transaction, not its price. Therefore, regardless of the change in price during the life of
the loan or deposit, the volume that was originally loaned or deposited is what is returned.
F. Similarities and Differences
26.
From the foregoing descriptions of these transactions, what can be said about the
similarities and differences of repos, securities lending, gold swaps and gold loans?
27.
From the Table 1, it can be seen that while there are some differences, there are far more
similarities. The major similarities are that the economic benefits and risks of ownership (right
to receive property income, if any, and exposure to changes in market price) remain with the
original holder in every case and that in each case on-selling of the asset (security or gold) is
possible (although, in the case of gold swaps with other monetary authorities, it is unlikely). The
major differences lie in economic motivation. Another difference is that cash may not be
exchanged in all instances.
25

The collateral is retained on-balance sheet of the recipient of the gold loan or deposit.
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Table 1. Similarities and Differences Between Repos, Securities Lending Without
Cash Collateral, Gold Swaps and Gold Loans
Repos26

Securities lending

Gold swaps

Liquidity; increase
income; minimize
cost of borrowing
Yes

Cover short
position; increase
income
Yes

Balance of
payments needs

Yes

Yes

Market risk
remains with
original holder
Property/investment income/fee
receivable by
original holder of
underlying asset
Return price and
date fixed (or
available on
demand)
Initial margin
provided
Variation margin
provided
Cash exchanged

Yes

Purpose
Legal change of
ownership
On-selling possible

Gold loans/
deposits
Increase income

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Unlikely if with a
monetary authority
Yes

Yes

Yes27

Yes28

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Usually

No

Probably

Yes

Yes

No

Probably

Yes

No

Usually

No

Collateral provided

Usually

Usually

Not necessarily

Initiated by cash
taker

Yes (if cash driven)
No (if securities
driven)
No

N/a

Not usually
between monetary
authorities
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes (depending on
treatment)
Yes (depending on
treatment)

Fee payable/
receivable
Income payable/
receivable

N/a

26

Including sale/buy backs, carries, stock or bond lending against cash, securities lending with cash
collateral.

27

In some extreme cases, involving securities driven repos, the cash taker may not pay any interest, but
will still receive income on the underlying asset.

28

The property investment income is receivable by the repos party, in the first instance, but will be
included in the price of the security when it is returned.
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III. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND NATIONAL ACCOUNTS’ TREATMENT
28.
Economic statistics are designed to convey, in a simplified form, an understandable
picture of a complex world, classifying transactions (and positions) into a comprehensive,
consistent, analytical framework. Within that framework, the economic statistician should
endeavor to present, in as meaningful a way as possible, the economic nature of those
transactions and positions, so that economic substance takes precedence over form. Part and
parcel of the framework is economic ownership and change in that ownership.
29.
Exchange of value is an essential part of economic theory, involving an explicit or
implicit change of ownership. When two parties come together without coercion, and at arm’s
length, to a transaction, involving a quid pro quo, the minimum benefit to each is the value of
the transaction; both are increasing their utility by undertaking the exchange. If this were not
true, it is a reasonable assumption that the transaction would not take place. In consequence,
both 1993 SNA and BPM5, as measures of economic behavior, regard change of ownership as a
central principle of their systems. This is reflected in BPM5:
“... in the balance of payments (and in the SNA), transactions are recorded when economic
value is created, transformed, exchanged, transferred, or extinguished. The time of recording
for a transaction is governed by the principle of accrual accounting. Claims and liabilities arise
when there is a change in ownership. The change may be a legal one or a physical or economic
one involving control or possession.” (BPM5, para. 111)
30.
The treatment of transactions in the national accounts and the balance of payments
depends on both their nature and the underlying principles of 1993 SNA and BPM5. A
transaction occurs when something of value is provided by one party to another. In 1993 SNA
and BPM5, financial claims and liabilities arise out of contractual relationships between pairs of
economic agents and maintaining that relationship is a central element of these systems. Failing
to observe the principle that an effective change of ownership of an asset—i.e., one in which the
purchaser obtains full rights of ownership including the right to receive property income, as
well as the risks and benefits of changes in the price—should be treated as a transaction,
therefore, encounters major problems as it disturbs the frameworks, and hence the benefits, of
these systems.
31.
While this change in ownership rule is not inviolate, departures from it occur rarely and
only to improve the usefulness of the analysis and without causing difficulties elsewhere in the
systems. In some instances a change in ownership is imputed even where no legal change has
occurred. These examples are given in BPM5 paragraphs 119 and 120. These are (i) finance
leasing, (ii) goods shipped between the parent of a direct investment enterprise and branches
and affiliates, and (iii) goods sent for processing. In certain circumstances, repos may also be
counted in this category but the other way round, i.e., that a change in ownership is not
recognized when it may, in fact, have occurred legally. The ambiguity of the nature of repos is
recognized in BPM5, although at the time it was written, repo markets were not as sophisticated
as they have become:
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“A repurchase agreement (repo) is an arrangement involving the sale of securities at a
specified price with a commitment to repurchase the same or similar securities at a fixed
price on a specified future date (usually very short-term e.g., overnight or one day) or
on a date subject to the discretion of the purchaser. The economic nature of a repo is
similar to that of collateralized loan in that the purchaser of the securities is providing
funds backed by the securities to the seller for the period of the agreement and is
receiving a return from the fixed price when the repurchase agreement is reversed. The
securities often do not change hands, and the buyer does not have the right to sell them.
So, even from a legal sense, it is questionable whether or not a change of ownership
occurs. As a result, in this Manual (and in the SNA and IMF money and banking
statistics), a repo is treated as a newly created financial asset that is a collateralized
loan rather than an asset related to the underlying securities used as collateral.
Reflecting that interpretation, repos are classified under loans—unless the repos involve
bank liabilities and are classified under national measures of broad money, in which
case the repos are classified under currency and deposits. In some cases, because of
legal, institutional and other considerations, national compilers may find it necessary to
use an alternative treatment of repos; in such instances, this information should, if it is
feasible to do so, be separately identified and reported to the IMF.” (BPM5, para. 418)
(Emphasis added) Paragraph 11.32 of the 1993 SNA uses identical wording.
32.
What is described in this passage is a circumstance where a legal change of ownership
has occurred, but an effective, economic change of ownership has not, as the cash provider has
not acquired full and untrammeled exposure to the instrument, including the right to the income
from the underlying asset and the right to on-sell it. However, in many cases, under current
market practice, effective ownership rights have been transferred to the cash provider because it
does usually have the right to on-sell without constraint. What this situation means, in effect, is
that in some respects, the description of the repo markets in para. 418 of BPM5 is somewhat
outdated. Indeed, once the security that has been acquired under a reverse repo is on-sold, the
cash provider does become exposed to the market risks associated with the security (in an
opposite manner to the cash taker) as it will need to repurchase an equivalent security when the
repo is unwound. If prices rise, the cash provider will suffer a holding loss.
33.
As far as the other three types of transactions are concerned, only gold swaps receive
any mention in BPM5 or 1993 SNA:
34.
“Assets created under reciprocal facilities (swap arrangements) for the temporary
exchange of deposits between the central banks of two economies warrant mention. Deposits (in
foreign exchange) acquired by the central bank initiating the arrangement are treated as
reserve assets because the purpose of the exchange is to provide the central bank with assets
that can be used to meet the country’s balance of payments needs. Reciprocal deposits acquired
by the partner central bank also are considered reserve assets. Arrangements (gold swaps)
involving the temporary exchange of gold for foreign exchange deposits should be treated in a
similar fashion.” (BPM5, para. 434)
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35.
This passage would seem to indicate that gold swaps are to be considered transactions in
the underlying instruments (monetary gold and foreign exchange) and not as collateralized
loans.
36.
Gold swaps are discussed in the Data Template on International Reserves and Foreign
Currency Liquidity, Operational Guidelines (Operational Guidelines).
“In reserves management, monetary authorities also may undertake gold swaps.
In gold swaps, gold is exchanged for cash and a firm commitment is made by the
monetary authorities to repurchase the quantity of gold at a future date.
Accounting practices for gold swaps vary among countries. Some countries
record gold swaps as transactions in gold, in which both the gold and the cash
exchanged are reflected as offsetting asset entries on the balance sheet.29 Others
treat gold swaps as collateralized loans, leaving the gold claim on the balance
sheet and recording the cash exchanged as two offsetting asset and liability
entries on the balance sheet.
“For the purpose of the template, it is recommended that gold swaps the
monetary authorities undertake be treated in the same way as repos and
reverse repos.” (Paragraphs 100 and 101, emphasis in original).
37.

Gold loans and deposits are also discussed in the Operational Guidelines.
“Gold deposits are to be included in gold and not in total deposits. In reserves
management, it is common for monetary authorities to have their bullion
physically deposited with a bullion bank, which may use the gold for trading
purposes in world gold markets. The ownership of the gold effectively remains
with the monetary authorities, which earn interest on the deposits, and the gold
is returned to the monetary authorities on maturity of the deposits. The term
maturity of the gold deposit is often short, up to six months. To qualify as reserve
assets, gold deposits must be available upon demand to the monetary authorities.
To minimize risks of default, monetary authorities can require adequate
collateral (such as securities) from the bullion bank.” (Paragraph 99, emphasis
in original)

29

“This treatment is consistent with BPM5 (para.434) to the extent that the swap is between monetary
authorities. The rationale is that in a gold swap, the monetary authorities swap gold for other assets
(such as foreign exchange) and that this involves a change of ownership. The ownership of gold is
retransferred to the original owner when the swap is unwound at a specific date and at a specific date.”
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IV. ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
38.
This section examines the accounting standards for repos and securities lending only as
these standards do not explicitly cover gold swaps and gold loans or deposits. However, in view
of the similar nature of reverse transactions involving gold, it may be inferred that the standards
for repos and securities lending should be extended to gold swaps and gold loans or deposits.
A. Repos and Securities Lending
39.
In nearly all countries, the accounting practice is for the repoed security to be retained
on the balance sheet of the cash taker while a loan payable (equal to the value of the cash
received) is recorded. The cash provider, on the other hand, typically records a loan receivable
(as the counter entry to the cash provided to the cash taker), while the security acquired under
the reverse repo is recorded off-balance sheet. If the cash provider on-sells the security, it
usually records a “short” (or negative) asset position. In a few countries, repos are recorded as
transactions in the underlying instrument, reflecting the change in ownership principle30.
40.
The difficulty in treating these hybrid transactions is recognized by the accounting
profession. In its Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 125, released in June 1996,
the Financial Accounting Standards Board of the United States describes the situation as
follows:
“Repurchase agreements and securities lending transactions are difficult to
characterize because those transactions are ambiguous: they have attributes of both
sales and secured borrowings. Repurchase agreements typically are documented as
sales with forward purchase contracts and generally are treated as sales in bankruptcy
law and receivers’ procedures, but, as borrowings in tax law, under court decisions that
cite numerous economic and other factors. Repurchase agreements are commonly
characterized by market participants as secured borrowings, even though one reason
that repurchase agreements arose is that selling and then buying back securities, rather
than borrowing with those securities as collateral, allows many government agencies,
banks, and other active participants in the repurchase agreement market to stay “within
investment and borrowing parameters that delineate what they may or may not do31.”
Securities loans are commonly documented as loans of securities collateralized by cash
or other securities or by letters of credit, but the “borrowed” securities are invariably
sold, free of any conditions, by the “borrowers”, to fulfill obligations under short sales
or customers failure to deliver securities they have sold.” (Para. 135)
30

A variation of this latter treatment is to regard the reverse leg of repo as having financial derivative
attributes. This option is not used anywhere, as far as the author of the paper knows. These issues are
explored further later in Section V, Statistical Implications.

31

Marcia Stigum, The Repo and Reverse Repo Markets (Homewood, Ill.: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1989), 313.
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After further discussing the issues at some length, FASB 125 concludes that
“...transfers of financial assets with repurchase commitments, such as repurchase
agreements and securities lending transactions, should be accounted for as secured
borrowings if the transfers were assuredly temporary, and as sales if the transfers were
not assuredly temporary.” (Para. 143)
The International Accounting Standards Committee’s32 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement, IAS39 (March 1999) reaches a similar conclusion:
“ An enterprise should derecognise a financial assets or a portion of a financial asset
when, and only when, the enterprise loses control of the contractual rights that comprise
the financial asset (or a portion of the financial asset). An enterprise loses such control
if it realised the rights to benefits specified in the contract, the rights expire, or the
enterprise surrenders those rights.
“If a financial asset is transferred to another enterprise but the transfer does not satisfy
the conditions of derecognition in paragraph 35, the transferor accounts for the
transaction as a collateralised borrowing. In this case, the transferor’s right to
reacquire the asset is not a derivative.
“A transferor has not lost control of a transferred financial asset and, therefore, the
asset is not derecognised if, for example, ...
(b) the transferor is both entitled and obligated to repurchase or redeem the transferred
assets on terms that effectively provide the transferee with a lender’s return on the
assets received in exchange for the transferred asset. A lender’s return is one that is not
materially different from that which could be obtained on a loan to the transferor that is
fully secured by the transferred asset.” (IAS 39, paras. 35, 36 and 38) (Emphasis
added).
41.
Despite these standards’ interpretation of the nature of repos and securities lending as
collateralized loans, the accounting bodies recommend that the cash provider or security
borrower should record the securities on its balance sheet where it has the right to on-sell.
The IAS 39 argues the following:
If a debtor delivers collateral to the creditor and the creditor is permitted to sell or
repledge the collateral without constraint, then:

32

The International Accounting Standards Committee changed its name to the International Accounting
Standards Board in 2001.
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(a) the debtor should disclose the collateral separately from other assets not used as
collateral; and
(b) the creditor should recognise the collateral in its balance sheet as an asset,
measured initially at its fair value, and should also recognise its obligation to return the
collateral as a liability.
If the creditor is constrained from selling or repledging the collateral because the
debtor has the right and ability to redeem the collateral on short notice, for example, by
substituting other collateral or by terminating the contract, then the creditor does not
recognise the collateral in its balance sheet.” (IAS 39, paras. 44 and 45)
FASB 125 uses similar arguments:
“..... Because the status of the right to redeem may not always be clear, the Board chose
to implement it by requiring recognition of collateral by the secured party if it sells or
repledges collateral on terms that do not enable it to repurchase or redeem the
collateral from the transferor on short notice. One result is that broker-dealers and
others who obtain financial assets in reverse purchase agreements, securities loans, or
as collateral for loans and then sell of repledge those assets will in some cases
recognize under this Statement assets and liabilities that previously went
unrecognized....
“To maintain symmetry in the accounting of secured parties and debtors, .... the Board
decided that debtors should redesignate in their statements of financial position
collateral that has been put into the hands of a secured party that is permitted by
contract or custom to sell or repledge it and which are not entitled and able to redeem
on short notice, for example, by substituting other collateral or terminating the
arrangement. That redesignation avoids a situation in which two or more entities report
the same asset as if both held the (as could occur under previous accounting
practices).” (FASB 125, paras. 164 and 172)
42.
Given that almost all reverse transactions give the cash provider or security borrower the
right to on-sell, what these paragraphs are recommending is, in effect, the introduction of a new
way to record reverse transactions—essentially as both a collateralized loan and as a transaction
in the security at the same time. What that would mean for macroeconomic statistics is
discussed in the next section.
V. STATISTICAL IMPLICATIONS
A. Repos
43.
As noted, a claim of ownership is a central aspect of the balance of payments and the
national accounts because it is important to know who is using which asset, who owns what as
part of the production process, who has a financial claim on whom and through which type of
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instrument. Even so it can be seen that, while change of ownership is an important aspect to
both systems, it must be applied so that its economic interpretation is the most meaningful.
Thus, in finance leasing, for example, although the legal ownership of the equipment remains
with the lessor, for all intents and purposes, the lessee becomes the economic owner and is
treated in the macroeconomic statistics accordingly. It might be said that the same should apply
to repos: both BPM5 (para. 418, quoted above) and 1993 SNA (para.11.32), using identical
language, state
“its (a repo’s) economic nature is similar to that of a collateralized loan in that
the purchaser of the securities is providing the seller advances backed by the
securities for the period of the agreement and is receiving a return from the fixed
price when the repurchase agreement is reversed.”
44.
Since the time 1993 SNA and BPM5 were written, it would appear that activities on
markets have changed sufficiently that the statement in paragraph 418 of BPM5 and in
paragraph 11.32 of 1993 SNA that “The securities often do not change hands, and the buyer
does not have the right to sell them” is no longer valid as it stands: it appears that not only do
securities under a repo change hands, they also are often on-sold. Indeed, there are indications
that the repo market is perhaps as large as one third to one half of the size of government
securities on issue.33 The principal consideration is whether these factors change the nature of
the transaction and whether repos should be considered transactions in securities where they can
be or are on-sold (with or without financial derivative aspects attached to them), whether they
should be treated as collateralized loans or whether another approach is possible.
45.
As noted above, in BPM5 and 1993 SNA, the economic nature of a repo is similar to that
of a collateralized loan in that the purchaser of the securities is providing a loan, with the
securities acting as collateral to protect against default. This is evidenced by the fact that interest
is payable/receivable on the provision of cash at a rate independent from that payable on the
security that has changed hands, while the income on the security continues to accrue to the
original owner. However, because there is also a change in legal ownership, a security
transaction also takes place.34 The legal and market arrangements for repos, including the
payments of margin (whether initial or variation), the ability to substitute securities, and the
retention of economic risks and benefits by the original owner, all further tend to support the
view that repos are collateralized loans. This is certainly the way repos are viewed by market
participants and by most central banks in analyzing monetary and credit aggregates. However,
there are analytical and statistical difficulties that result from such a treatment. Some of these
problems would be overcome by following instead a strict change of ownership approach,
which would accord with the basic statistical concepts. Under this alternative approach, a repo
33
34

See IOSCO (1999) table on p.13.

This paradox is stated very clearly in Statement of Accounting Standards no. 125 by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board. See the discussion on Accounting Standards, above.
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would be treated as an outright sale of securities (with a subsequent repurchase). While this
approach would overcome some of the problems caused by the collateralized loan approach, it
causes others.
46.
As should be evident from this paper, from an accounting and statistical points of view,
on-selling causes difficulties whether repos are treated as collateralized loans or as transactions
in the securities. If they are regarded as collateralized loans, when a security acquired under a
reverse repo is on-sold, the new owner will consider that it owns the security and record it on its
balance sheet. At the same time, the original owner, the cash taker, may also record ownership
of the security.35 This poses a problem for the statistical system: not only does it overstate the
assets held but it also incorrectly indicates who has a claim on the issuer, from different sectors
or from different countries.36 Consequently, when such a situation arises, most countries’
accounting practices require that the cash provider report a “short” or negative position if it onsells the security outright. While this does not overcome the problem of having two parties with
a claim on the issuer with the same instrument, at least it avoids the overstatement in aggregate.
This is the approach recommended in the Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey: Survey
Guide37 and the IMF’s newly released Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual.38
47.
Repos are also discussed in the Operational Guidelines. In that document, the choice of
treatment of whether repos should be regarded as collateralized loans or transactions in
securities is left to the authorities, but the authorities are expected to provide information that
makes their choice of treatment transparent. See paragraphs 85 through 88 of the Operational
Guidelines.
48.
Having two parties with a simultaneous claim over the same securities is not satisfactory
and can result in an overstatement of a country’s gross external debt position, because the

35

If FASB 125 and IASC 39 are followed, the original owner would remove the security from its balance
sheet and substitute a claim on the reverse repo party for return of the security. See further discussion
below.

36

For monetary and financial statistics, the problem of double count and allocation of the ownership of
the security (who is financing whom?) is very important. Under a collateralized loan approach, monetary
and financial statistics would require additional information of the sector of counterparty, especially for
purposes of consolidation of the financial sector and to obtain accurate representations of some of the
key credit aggregates used in monetary statistics, such as claims on government and central bank credit
to other depository corporations.

37

See Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey: Survey Guide, IMF August 1996 paras. 88 – 102. This
treatment is also recommended in the second edition of the Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey
Guide (forthcoming).

38

Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual, IMF, Washington, D. C. 2000.
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accounting offset to the security that was repoed in, the loan receivable, is recorded gross on the
asset side of the ledger and is not netted against the debt liability.39
49.
This problem can be illustrated by an example. If a resident in country A holds a
security issued by a resident in country B, and then repos it to a resident in B, who, in turn, sells
it outright to a resident in country C, although B’s net IIP remains unaffected, its security
liability to nonresidents is overstated.40 Any analysis of holdings of B’s external debt (especially
of government securities)41 may be seriously affected by this overcount. The situation in
country A is the reverse of that in country B in that the security claim (on country B’s
government, for example) is not actual—it merely has a claim on the cash provider in B, not on
B’s government. However, its debt position is correctly stated – funds have been borrowed and
should be recorded accordingly. These problems may be overcome if an “of which” or a
memorandum item is included by both parties to identify those transactions/positions, by
instrument and counterparty, that are involved in a repo.
50.
While the collateralized loan approach is clearly the preference of most countries, an
alternative approach is to treat repos as transactions in the underlying asset. Such a treatment
may produce the easiest statistical solution as it could be applied consistently across sectors and
jurisdictions and it would help overcome some of the major drawbacks of the collateralized loan
approach (such as a possible overstatement of a country’s external debt or a misallocation of
claims on the issuer of the debt, especially on central government). However, such an approach
has drawbacks of its own. For example, the income on the underlying instrument would still
accrue to the original owner, even though it would not be recorded on its balance sheet, while,
at the same time, interest would be payable on a loan that was not recorded as a liability.
Moreover, the question remains whether treating repos as transactions in the underlying
instrument best reflects the economic reality of the transaction as this approach would not
recognize their leveraging dimensions. The options are discussed further below: see Sub-section
V.F, Alternative Statistical Treatments.
51.
To overcome these problems, a third approach is provided by the accounting standards,
as set out in IAS 39, paras. 44 and 45 and FASB 125, para. 164 and 172, as quoted above. What
these documents are proposing, in effect, is that two simultaneous transactions (four entries by
both parties) be recorded on-balance sheet for a repo, a collateralized loan, the payment/receipt
39

This problem is compounded when a debt service schedule is calculated as it would imply a double
repayment of principal (on the retirement of the security) and interest to two nonresident holders, when
only one has to be paid.

40

Depending on how a country calculates its income flows to nonresidents, this may mean that twice the
income to nonresidents is deemed payable than it should be.

41

Transactions in government debt and the government debt outstanding, especially with nonresidents, is
usually the most examined and the most used security in any country’s repo market.
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of cash, a transaction in the security, accompanied by an account receivable/payable (F.7 in the
financial account of the national accounts, and as AF7 on the balance sheet, and Other
investment Other assets/liabilities in the balance of payments and the IIP. Such a treatment
would be consistent with other accounts receivable/payable, wherein a change of ownership has
occurred and payment remains outstanding. The net result would be to have the security holding
recorded by the correct legal owner, while maintaining the economic substance of the
transaction—a collateralized loan.
52.
In making that assessment, the statistician needs to consider a further issue: whether
cash-driven repos should be recorded separately from securities-driven repos, given that the
underlying motivation is different. However, in general, macroeconomic statistics cannot be
based on the motivation of the party(ies) involved.42 If the economic impact is the same, as it is
—cash is provided in return for a temporary transfer of ownership of a security—there is no a
priori reason to treat them differently in the statistical framework.43
B.

Securities Lending

53.
For securities lending (that is, without involving cash), the “lender” of the securities in
most cases will continue to record the securities on its balance sheet, as it will not usually see
itself as having permanently parted with the securities44 as typically, they consider the
arrangements to be temporary.45 Because securities lending is undertaken to make delivery of a
security that the “borrower” does not own, the “borrower” will on-sell the security so that the
purchaser will also record the securities on its balance sheet. To overcome the double count, the

42

Direct investment and reserve assets are notable exceptions.

43

Under such reasoning—that motivation be a determining factor in the statistical treatment of any given
transaction—it would be necessary for the economic statistician to know what is the motivation of the
economic players, which is not possible; for example, it would prompt suggestion for a varying
treatment for financial derivatives, depending on whether they were undertaken for hedging or
speculative purposes. This argumentation was also important in resolving the statistical treatment of
financial derivatives—whether they were undertaken for hedging or speculative purposes, they are all to
be treated in the same way.
44

Moreover, as already noted, given the arrangements under which much security lending takes place—
the custodian lends on general instructions, rather than having to seek explicit approval each time—the
owner may not even be aware that the securities have been “lent”.

45

In instances where equities are loaned, the lending is usually done to avoid the period coinciding with
a shareholders’ meeting, or in any instance where voting rights are required to be exercised (such as for a
takeover bid). However, it is not always possible to know when these circumstances will arise and the
arrangements usually permit the return of the securities to the original owner for such eventualities.
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“borrower” needs to record a short position. This approach has the same drawbacks as for a
repo, i.e., at least two parties could claim ownership of the same security at the same time;
potential overstatement of external debt; and misrepresentation of inter-sectoral claims,
especially on general government. As no cash is exchanged, and the “lender” records neither the
“loan” (of the security) nor the collateral on its balance sheet, the “lender” would record no
transaction at all; neither will the “borrower” record a transaction with the “lender”; the
“borrower”, however, will record a “short” (negative) position in the security “borrowed” once
the security has been on-sold (but will continue to record on its balance sheet the collateral
provided to the securities lender). This treatment may perhaps be seen to be a real reflection of
the economic reality: two parties are positively exposed to the instrument, one negatively. But,
in reality, the “lender” of the security is exposed to the “borrower” of the security—to return the
security—not to the issuer of the security. If no transaction is recorded between the original
“lender” and “borrower”, the exposure is not recognized. On the other hand, if security lending
were treated on a strict change of ownership basis, the same issues arise as they would in
treating repos as transactions in securities: while the problem of double counting may be
avoided, the treatment ignores the fact that all risks and benefits of ownership (except the right
to sell) still remain with the “lender”.
54.
As for repos, an alternative is to adopt the treatment proposed by the accounting
standards (as indicated above: IAS 39 paras. 44 and 45 and FASB 125, paras. 164 and 172) and
record a transaction in the underlying asset, offset by an account receivable/payable, as F7 in the
financial account of the national accounts, as AF7 on the balance sheet, and as other investment:
other assets/liabilities in the balance of payments and the IIP. The options are discussed further
below. See Sub-Section V.F, Alternative Statistical Treatments.
C. Gold Swaps
55.
Although the Operational Guidelines (see paragraph 101, quoted above) give the choice
to the authorities as how to record gold swaps (but seek consistency between this treatment and
that used by the authorities for repos and reverse repos), typically both parties will treat the
transaction as a collateralized loan. That is to say, the party providing the foreign exchange, and
receiving the gold, will not typically record the gold on its balance sheet; while the party
providing the gold will not typically remove it from its balance sheet. Instead the party
receiving gold will usually record a reduction in foreign exchange and a loan receivable.46 The
party receiving foreign exchange will record an increase in loans payable, and an increase in
currency and deposits, thereby increasing gross reserve assets. However, as noted in the
footnote to paragraph 100 in the Operational Guidelines, in paragraph 434 of BPM5 (quoted
above) gold swaps should be regarded as transactions in gold, in which case, they would have
no net impact on total reserves but would change each monetary authority’s reserve assets’
composition.
46

The party receiving the gold, but recording a loan receivable, may include the loan receivable in its
international reserves if it meets the reserve asset criteria (e.g., liquidity and availability for use).
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56.
While a gold swap usually relates to monetary gold, occasions arise when gold may be
“swapped” between parties that are not monetary authorities.47 In that case, does it make a
difference how the transaction is treated? If the gold is treated as collateral to a loan in foreign
exchange and it is not on-sold, it makes no difference, as the gold is not removed from the
balance sheet of the original owner and is not taken on to the balance sheet of the cash taker.
However, if gold acquired under a gold swap is sold outright, a short position would be
recorded by the on-selling party. If the gold acquired under a gold swap between two monetary
authorities were on-sold to another monetary authority, the on-selling monetary authority would
record a short position in monetary gold48 while the original holder of the gold would continue
to record the gold on its balance sheet. The monetary authority that had bought the gold outright
would record it as monetary gold. On the other hand, if gold acquired by a bank under a gold
swap from a monetary authority were on-sold to a nonfinancial corporation (such as a gold
miner), the bank should record a short position in its inventory of commodity gold. In this
manner, the holdings of commodity gold should balance but the holding of monetary gold
would be overstated. If gold swaps are regarded as transactions in gold, monetization and
demonetization, as appropriate, would be required at the time of the transaction. From the
foregoing, it is clear that reverse transactions involving gold soon become very complicated—
and recording them as outright sales has certain attractions, even if it is just to keep the chain of
events, and the associated accounting and statistical measurement, as simple as possible. The
options are discussed further below. See Sub-Section V.F, Alternative Statistical Treatments.
D. Gold Loans and Deposits
57.
In the Operational Guidelines, compilers are recommended to record gold loans or
deposits made by monetary authorities as if they were still part of monetary gold, in situations
where the authorities are confident that the terms of the gold loan or deposit meet reserve asset
criteria (availability, liquidity, etc.). As the authorities do not hold the physical gold, it might be
argued that the gold on loan or on deposit should be removed from monetary gold. Country

47

According to BPM5 (paragraph 438), monetary gold is gold owned by the authorities and held as a
reserve asset. It is treated as a financial asset. All other gold is treated as a commodity. Transactions in
monetary gold can only occur between monetary authorities and their counterparts in other countries and
between monetary authorities and international monetary organizations. If monetary gold is sold to any
other counterparty, the gold must first be demonetized. Demonetization is undertaken through a
reclassification in the Other Changes in Assets Account in the national accounts and as “Other
Adjustments” in the reconciliation between the balance of payments and the IIP so that the gold changes
from a financial to a nonfinancial asset, but it is not recorded as a transaction. If, on the other hand,
commodity gold is acquired by the monetary authorities to be held as part of reserve assets, the
commodity gold should be monetized through the same accounts as for demonetization, in the opposite
direction.
48

This could produce a perverse result – where a monetary authority could have negative holdings of
monetary gold.
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statistical practice appears generally to include such gold in monetary gold because the gold is
usually regarded as being readily available to the monetary authorities. In the Operational
Guidelines, no practical distinction is drawn between gold held directly, gold on a gold swap, or
gold on loan or deposit, (provided the treatment of gold swaps is that of a collateralized loan):
they are all recorded as part of monetary gold. Neither is any supplementary information
required. Inasfar as the gold loan or deposit is to be recorded as monetary gold, therefore, there
is a parallel with securities lending: no cash is exchanged so that the underlying instrument is
deemed to remain on the books of the monetary authority, rather than be recorded as a
transaction, with the commensurate change in ownership. The basis for this treatment is that the
original owner remains exposed to the market risk (of a change in market price).
58.
However, while gold loans and deposits have a close parallel with securities lending,
this is not complete because, unlike securities lending—where both parties record the
transaction off-balance sheet—the recipient of the gold loan or deposit is likely to record the
gold on-balance sheet as a foreign currency liability.49 At the same time, the lending or
depositing monetary authority will continue to record the gold deposit as monetary gold—for
which there is no counterpart liability—and not as a foreign currency deposit asset, causing an
asymmtery in the system. A possible alternative solution to this problem is for the monetary
authority to record the gold loaned or deposited as if it had been demonetized and its ownership
transferred to the recipient, and record instead a foreign currency claim on the recipient. The
options are discussed further below. See Sub-section V.F, Alternative Statistical Treatments.
E. Has a Financial Derivative been Created with a Reverse Transaction?
59.
Given that repos, securities lending, gold swaps and gold loans provide the “lender” (of
the cash, security or gold) with some form of additional income on the underlying asset, they
are in a very different class from standard transactions in which securities change hands. In
those standard cases, the party selling the security no longer has claim on the income stream
from the issuer and will receive no income, or any payment, from the purchaser, other than the
sale price of the security. Moreover, the payment of margins, the ability to substitute the
securities repoed, the “volume” nature of the transaction, the continuing exposure and the need
to recognize that exposure, especially when the transaction is being used to finance the
acquisition of the underlying, all tend to lend strong support that effective ownership has not
been transferred and that some other type of transaction —which may or may not involve
recognition as a transaction—has occurred. In that regard, has there been some sort of financial
derivative created?
60.
Although dismissed in paragraph 36 of IAS 39 (quoted above), consideration needs to be
given to whether reverse transactions could be said to have aspects which are similar to those of
a financial derivative contract.

49

It is also likely to record the gold as a foreign currency asset, rather than commodity gold.
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61.
What is a financial derivative? In Financial Derivatives: A Supplement to the Fifth
Edition (1993) of the Balance of Payments Manual,50 financial derivatives are defined as:
“..... financial instruments that are linked to a specific financial instrument or indicator
or commodity, and through which specific financial risks (such as interest rate risk,
currency, equity and commodity price risk, and credit risk) can be traded in financial
markets in their own right in financial markets..... The value of a financial derivative
derives from the price of the underlying item...
“Financial derivatives enable parties to trade specific financial risks—such as interest
rate risk, currency, equity and commodity price risk, and credit risk, etc.—to other
entities who are more willing, or better suited, to take or manage these risks, typically,
but not always, without trading in a primary asset or commodity.”
(Paras. FD1 and FD2)
62.
From this definition and description, for a transaction to be considered a financial
derivative, it needs (i) to involve the trading of risk, (ii) to be linked to an underlying
instrument, and (iii) to have value in its own right. Buying (or selling) an instrument which it is
intended to be resold (or repurchased) necessarily involves elements of risk of changes in
market price.
63.
Repos, securities lending, gold swaps and gold loans all have certain characteristics in
common with those required for a transaction to be regarded as a financial derivative. Under a
financial derivative contract, there is a forward (“strike”) price which the two parties are
committed to meeting. The underlying instrument has a price which is observable and the
difference between the strike and market prices is equal to the value of the financial derivatives.
Similarly, under a reverse transaction, the market price on the day of the reverse leg of the
transaction is exercised is likely to be different from the price which might be called the “strike
price”of the asset to be returned. However, as the transfer of risk is an essential element of a
financial derivative and as there is no attempt to trade or transfer risk (in fact, the opposite is
true—the original holder of the security wishes to retain exposure to the instrument) it would
appear that there is no basis for considering reverse transactions to be financial derivatives.
F. Alternative Statistical Treatments
The different treatments have the following implications:

50

Financial Derivatives: A Supplement to the Fifth Edition (1993) of the Balance of Payments Manual
IMF, Washington, D.C., 2000.
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Collateralized loan for repos
64.
If repos are treated as collateralized loans, the leveraging nature of the transaction is
recognized. This approach permits the identification of the continuing exposure to the
underlying asset by the original owner (which is especially useful if the transaction has been
used to finance the acquisition). However, the net result is that two parties can “own” the same
instrument, while a third party has a negative ownership. Legally, the exposure of the cash taker
is not to the debt issuer but to the cash provider. In the event of a default by the cash provider,
the cash taker will have recourse to the collateral (the cash) to compensate for the failure of the
counterparty to return the security; this may result in some (marginal) holding loss.51
65.
For reserve assets, as the collateralized loan approach retains on balance sheet the
underlying securities that have been involved in a reverse transaction, the result is a “grossing
up” of reserves as, strictly, repoed out securities are not available to meet a balance of payments
need.52,53 In effect, if a country used the assets it held as part of its reserve assets for reverse
transactions, providing there was no margin call, there would be no limit to which the reserves
could be subject (though the loan liabilities of the monetary authorities will increase
commensurately). To overcome this eventuality, even while retaining on balance sheet the
assets under a reverse transaction, a better approach would be to be remove them from reserve
assets and to reclassify them elsewhere on the monetary authority’s balance sheet54 for the life
of the reverse transaction. This approach is presented as an option for repos55 in the Operational
Guidelines, although the option to leave the repoed security in reserves is allowed for.56 The
Operational Guidelines also recommend that the cash taking monetary authority record
51

The reverse applies to the cash provider if the cash taker defaults—the cash provider will retain the
security which was received under the repo (unless repoed out again). If margin has been provided, any
loss is likely, therefore, to be minimal.
52

Conversely, for a reverse repo: under the collateralized loan approach, the securities acquired under a
reverse repo are not taken on to balance sheet. They are, nonetheless, available to the cash providing
monetary authorities to meet a balance of payments need. If the loan receivable from the reverse repo is
not included in reserve assets (as it may not meet the criteria for inclusion) the reserve assets of the
country undertaking a reverse repo (from reserve assets) would be understated.

53

Even when the securities are available on demand, reserve assets will be overstated as the holding of
foreign exchange that was provided by the original repo will be returned in the reverse leg of the
transaction.

54

For balance of payments purposes and the IIP, the repoed securities should be reclassified to portfolio
investment: assets.

55

But not for gold swaps or gold loans or deposits.

56

See Operational Guidelines, para. 85.
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supplementary information on securities on repo. In like fashion, the Operational Guidelines
give the compiler the option that, when a monetary authority undertakes a reverse repo, it not
take the security received on to its balance sheet, but record its holdings under supplementary
information. The Operational Guidelines also recommend that the cash providing monetary
authority remove the foreign exchange from its balance sheet and record a loan receivable—
which may or may not meet the criteria for inclusion in reserves are observed, depending on the
nature of the loan receivable. If the funds provided under a reverse repo with nonresident units
can be reclaimed at very short notice for use in meeting balance of payments needs, those funds
can be treated as part of international reserves and can be classified therein as a separate
component of the central bank claims abroad. As there is no “loan” category in reserve assets,
such a loan should be recorded under reserve assets: other claims in the balance of payments
and the IIP. Otherwise, in the balance of payments and IIP if the funds provided under a reverse
repo do not meet the criteria for inclusion in reserve assets, the receivable should be classified
as loans to nonresidents in other investment: assets: loans: monetary authorities (or in certain
circumstances, as other investment: assets: currency and deposits: monetary authorities). In the
national accounts, as there is no reserve asset category, the loans should all be recorded as loans
short-term (F.41) in the financial account and as loans (AF4) in the balance sheet.
Transactions in the underlying security
66.
If repos are treated as transactions in the underlying instrument, the opposite situation
from the treatment as collateralized loans applies: there is a loss of information on exposure and
leverage but there is a gain in the information presented that only one party is recorded as owner
of the underlying instrument at any one time and there is no overstatement (grossing up) of
either reserves or external debt.
67.
As noted above, a possible variation to this treatment is to record the transactions as
having financial derivative elements attached to them. However, while having certain derivative
aspects, the accounting profession and most market practitioners do not regard them as meeting
the criteria for financial derivatives, not least because no risk is transferred.
68.
If countries were to prefer to record reverse transactions as transactions in the underlying
instrument, it is recommended that a memorandum item57 be provided for “securities under a
reverse transaction”. On the other hand, for the repoing party, an “of which” or a memorandum
item be recorded for “securities acquired under a reverse transaction”.

57

An “of which” is not possible in this approach for securities that have been repoed out as they are no
longer recorded on balance sheet.
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Gold swaps
69.
If gold swaps are treated as collateralized loans, the gold remains on the books of the
original owner. The result is that the recipient of the gold does not record receipt of the gold:
instead, a reduction in cash (i.e., in currency or deposits) and an increase in a loan receivable are
recorded. However, if the gold is then on-sold outright to a non-monetary authority, the new
holder should record a holding of the commodity gold, not a financial asset. This would be true
whether the purchaser were a gold miner, gold dealer or a financial institution (other than a
monetary authority). In order for the system to balance, the party that acquires the gold outright
(provided it is not a monetary authority) should record a purchase of commodity gold and the
party selling it should record a short position in commodity gold. There would be no need to
demonetize the gold provided by the monetary authority that originated the gold swap as it
would continue to record the gold swapped as part of its monetary gold on its balance sheet and
as part of its reserve assets. The disadvantage of this approach is that it overstates the “lending”
monetary authority’s holdings of gold.
70.
If, however, gold swaps are treated as transactions in gold, the gold should be
demonetized if the counterparty is not another monetary authority and should be recorded under
goods in the current account of the balance of payments and external account of goods and
services in the national accounts. If the counterparty is another monetary authority, the gold
should not be demonetized and the transaction should be recorded in the financial account. A
disadvantage of treating gold swaps as transactions in gold is that most central banks are
disinclined to record them that way.
No transaction is recognized where cash is not involved
71.
For securities lending (that is, where cash is not involved) a possible solution would be
not to recognize the transaction at all. The advantage of this approach is usually that, for the
parties involved, no change is recorded on their balance sheets, in recognition of the fact that the
original owner feels that it remains exposed to the instrument and its issuer. The disadvantage of
this approach is that the same as for collateralized loans: in effect, the “lender” is exposed to the
“borrower” of the security and has no claim on the issuer. In the event of default, the same
issues would arise. Similarly, if the security is on-sold, as it is likely to be, there would be two
parties recording ownership, with a negative claim by the on-seller, which distorts the
sectoral/national asset position as noted above.
72.
However, to record securities lending as a transaction in the security poses other
problems. In in most cases, the owner is unaware that the security has been “lent” (under the
standard master agreement, the custodian is not required to seek approval to lend, offering a
general indemnity against loss). Even is this problem were to be overcome, given that nearly all
countries treat repos as collateralized loans—for reasons set out above—if securities lending
were to be treated as a transaction, it would contradict the principles involved in treating repos
as loans (securities lending is the same as a repo without cash, and under a collateralized loan
approach for repos, it is only the cash leg that is recognized).
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73.

For gold loans or deposits, the situation is more complicated. There are three options.

(i)
The first option is to treat gold loans and deposits as transactions in non-monetary gold
and, therefore, as sales and purchases of commodity gold — once demonetization has
occurred.58 If this approach were adopted, the system would balance — in the same way as for
the treatment for securities lending were securities lending to be regarded as a transaction in the
underlying asset.
(ii)
The second option is to treat gold loans and deposits as a multiple transaction—in order
for their reversible nature to be recognized—so that, in addition to the first option, an account
payable/receivable should be recorded. This option would be consistent with the wider
measurement of reverse transactions found in the accounting standards.
(iii) The third option is not to treat gold loans and depoits as a transaction at all, so that the
exchange of gold is held off-balance sheet by both parties. Any subsequent on-lending or onselling of gold by the gold “borrower” should be recorded by that unit as a short position in
commodity gold.
There is considerable resistance by most monetary authorities to treating gold loans and
deposits in either of the first two ways and such approaches would, in any event, be inconsistent
with the recommended treatment in the Operational Guidelines (and with generally adopted
practice).
74.
If the third option were adopted, the monetary authority would continue to include gold
as part of monetary gold in reserve assets (in line with the Operational Guidelines); the gold
“borrower” would record no liability, and, with the recording of a short position for any future
transactions in the gold, the holding of commodity gold would balance in aggregate. This option
is acceptable if the gold on loan is readily available to the monetary authorities. The
disadvantage of this approach, as for gold swaps, is that it overstates the holdings of monetary
gold by the “lending” or “depositing” monetary authority.
75.
Unless one or other of these alternatives is adopted, the system will have asymmetrical
reporting, in which case compilers would be forced to accept an imbalance in their data.59

58

Unless the transactions are between monetary authorities in which case they would be recorded as
transactions in monetary gold.

59

What this means is that, in a flow of funds framework (in the financial account of the national
accounts) the residual sector (usually, but not always, the household sector) would record an
overstatement of its holdings of foreign currency deposit assets.
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Recognizing a transaction when no cash is involved
76.
The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are the opposite of those above No
transaction is recognized where cash is not involved.
Adopting the approach suggested by the accounting bodies to record an “extra”
transaction
77.
The collateralized loan approach could be augmented by data on the liability/claim for
the security to be returned, in effect, recognizing an additional transaction.
•

For a repo, four financial account transactions would be recorded by each party: a loan
(payable/receivable) with a commensurate change in currency and deposits; and a
transaction in the security, coupled with an account receivable/payable, to reflect the
outstanding balance due for the settlement of the transaction in the security. The value of the
account receivable/payable would be equal to the value of the security and would fluctuate
in accordance with the market price of the latter. Interest would accrue on the account
receivable/payable at the rate of interest on the underlying security, reflecting the cost of
provision of the capital advanced.

•

For security lending, a transaction in the security would be recorded, coupled with an
account receivable/payable, to reflect the outstanding balance due for the settlement of the
transaction in the security. The value of the account receivable/payable would be equal to
the value of the security and would fluctuate in accordance with the market price of the
latter. Interest would accrue on the account receivable/payable at the rate of interest on the
underlying security, reflecting the cost of provision of the capital advanced.

•

For gold swaps, the entries would be comparable to those for a repo; four financial account
transactions would be recorded by each party: a loan (payable/receivable) with a
commensurate change in currency and deposits; and a transaction in gold, coupled with an
account receivable/payable, to reflect the outstanding balance due for the settlement of the
transaction in the gold. The value of the account receivable/payable would be equal to the
value of the gold and would fluctuate in accordance with the market price of the latter. Gold
would need to be demonetized in this transaction if the counterparty is not a monetary
authority.

•

For gold loans or deposits, the entries would be comparable to those for securities lending: a
transaction in gold would be recorded, coupled with an account receivable/payable, to
reflect the outstanding balance due for the settlement of the transaction in the gold. The
value of the account receivable/payable would be equal to the value of the gold and would
fluctuate in accordance with the market price of the latter. Gold would need to be
demonetized in this transaction as the counterparty is not another monetary authority.
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78.
Under this “augmented” collateralized loan approach, the security (or gold) would be
recorded as being owned by the party that legally owns it, and the obligation to return (right to
receive back) the security (or gold), and, in the cases of a repo and a gold swap, a cash loan,
would also be recorded. As a result, inter-sector claims and income attribution would be
accurately recorded, including for external debt; the introduction of short positions into the
national accounting framework is prevented;60 and short-term vulnerabilities are identified. This
approach is in line with paragraphs 44 and 45 of IAS 39 and paragraphs 164 and 172 of FASB
125.
79.
However, difficulties arise. There are features that do not fit readily in the accounts
payable/receivable category, in particular, the fact that the value of the claim will change along
with market prices in the underlying asset. The possibility that the amount “owed” can have
valuation changes for reasons other than exchange rate valuation changes is unusual for
accounts receivable/payable. Other possible drawbacks of this approach are:
•

if a repo is used to finance the acquisition of a security, the continued exposure of the
original owner to the security would only be identified if there were supplementary
information to indicate which repoing/security lending counterparties are exposed to which
securities;

•

it could be argued that this approach brings on-balance sheet an off-balance sheet entry (i.e.,
the settlement of the transaction in the security could be construed as the right/obligation to
receive/provide the security rather than a true account receivable/payable);

•

this treatment would result in the “grossing-up” of the balance sheets of the units involved;

•

it would bring on to the reverse repoing party’s balance sheet an asset to which it had no
right to earn income and would therefore disturb any income: asset calculations; and,

•

it would create additional burden on countries’ reporting and compilation processes.
However, as the recommendation is in line with the accounting standards, to the extent that
these treatments are generally adopted, this should not impose a major additional reporting
costs.

80.
In view of the fact that most of these issues were considered by the accounting bodies
and regarded less important than the potential benefits, and that the accounting bodies have
considerable authority and experience, this option may provide the best avenue for overcoming
some of the major concerns about how to treat reverse transactions.

60

At least as far as reverse transactions are concerned. There may be other transactions that prompt the
recording of negative positions.
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81.
A further possible modification on this option would be to create a separate instrument
or sub-component of an instrument, instead of burying it in “other accounts receivable/payable”.
Although repos, securities lending and gold swaps are not instruments as such, such a
representation would have the benefit of permitting these transactions to be readily identifiable.
This new item could be a subcomponent of “other accounts payable/receivable” or a separate
item in its own right and possibly be labeled items under reverse transactions:
receivable/payable: securities (gold).
Investment income or fee?
82.
A further consideration is the appropriate treatment of the fee associated with a
securities lending or gold loan or deposit transaction. On the one hand, it could be argued that
the fee represents a payment for a service, that is, providing access to securities (gold) for a
specified period. On the other hand, it could be said that the payment represents investment
income, albeit unrelated to the income on the securities, as the securities are a means by which
the financial capital needs are satisfied.
83.
The situation is further complicated by who is the recipient of the fee. For the most part,
the fee is paid, in the first instance, to the custodian who may use it, in part, or in whole, to
defray the charges of custody payable by the end-investor. To the extent that any of the fee
payable to the custodian is not used to defray the cost of custody, that part of the fee cannot be
said to represent the provision of capital as the payment is not to the owner of the securities, and
hence cannot be considered to be income, although it would be possible (in concept) to route the
payment to the owner of the securities (gold). In turn, the owner could be deemed to pay the
custodian.
84.
Moreover, the treatment may depend on the decision on how reverse transactions are to
be treated. If no transaction is recognized where cash is not involved, no provision of finance
capital would be recorded and hence no income could be earned. Moreover, in macroeconomic
statistical systems, gold is not regarded as earning income under any circumstances.
Accordingly, it might be argued that the fee should be regarded as a service (and may,
accordingly, affect GDP if it is not intermediate consumption). However, if, on the other hand,
the approaches suggested by the accounting bodies to record an “extra” transaction61 were to be
adopted, it might be argued that there had been a provision of finance capital —via the
additional entries (in accounts receivable/payable). In that case, it could be said that the fee
should be regarded as an income payment. As this issue is one that has not had much
discussion, it is may be that the ISWGNA prefers not to make a decision at this stage. Instead,
further work could be undertaken.

61

See above Adopting the approach suggested by the accounting bodies to record an “extra”
transaction.
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VI. RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS
85.
As noted by FASB 125, reverse transactions are ambiguous, being, in effect, hybrid
transactions. Over the past few years, the IMF Committee on Balance of Payments Statistics has
discussed the treatment of reverse transactions on several occasions. While the IMF staff
generally favored the treatment of repos and securities lending on a strict change of ownership
basis, most Committee members rejected the approach and supported the collateralized loan
approach in all cases described as repos or securities lending. In light of the Committee’s
advice, the IMF staff accepted that the collateralized loan approach should be used in balance of
payments and IIP statistics. Similar treatments were adopted for monetary and financial
statistics. However, reflecting on continuing concerns about how these transactions should be
treated statistically, the IMF staff prepared another paper in 200062 on the treatment of reverse
transactions. The paper was prepared partly in response to a proposal from the Russian
Federation, but reflects other countries’ concerns as well, about merely adopting the
collateralized loan approach. The paper was sent to about 80 experts in balance of payments,
external debt statistics, and monetary and financial statistics in a various central banks, national
statistical agencies and international organizations. Fifteen responses were received from those
contacted. However, as the ECB responded on behalf of its member countries, the total number
of responses may be considered to have been from 23 countries.63 Of these, most favored the
collateralized loan approach but there were a substantial minority (six countries)64 which
supported the adoption of the accounting bodies’ approach, i.e., to record the additional
transaction.
86.
In weighing all the various arguments for and against the various treatments, the IMF
staff recommended to the Committee at its 2000 meeting that:
A. For Repos
(i)

that they be regarded as collateralized loans, that they be identified as “of which repo (or
reverse repo)” and that the counterparties, by sector or nonresident, be identified;

(ii)

that, in addition to recording the loan payable/receivable in (i) above , recognition be
made of the reversible nature of the transaction by recording a transaction in the security
and a right to receive back (obligation to return) the underlying security;

62

The Macroeconomic Statistical Treatment of Security Repurchase Agreements and Securities Lending
Prepared by the Statistics Department of the IMF, May 2000.
63

As France and Italy also responded separately, there is an addition of only 9 to the count of countries,
rather than the then 11 countries in EMU.

64

In addition, Australia, which was the only country to support the proposal that reverse transactions be
recorded simply as transactions in the underlying asset, indicated that it regarded the “augmented”
approach of Option V.6.7 as an acceptable compromise.
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(iii)

that, in the event that (ii) above is not practical, both the loans (for both the cash
provider and the cash taker) and the associated underlying instrument that is on repo be
recorded as an “of which on repo” (or as a memorandum item) so that they are
identifiable, preferably by counterparty;

(iv)

that, in the event that (ii) above is not practical, any on-selling by the cash providing
party be recorded as a short position by the on-seller;

(v)

that, if the cash providing party undertakes a repo with the security acquired under the
reverse repo, the reverse repo loan receivable (as cash provider) and the repo loan
payable (as cash taker) be recorded gross on the balance sheet as they are with different
counterparties and that both the loan receivable and the loan payable should identify an
“of which under repo;”

(vi)

that, for reserve assets, even while retaining the securities that are on repo on balance
sheet, they should be removed from reserve assets and be reclassified to portfolio
investment;65

(vii)

that, if a transaction in the underlying instrument is recorded (for operational reasons or
for reasons of convention in the economy) that they be identified as an “of which” item
for those received on repo (by the cash provider) and as a memorandum item for those
out on repo (for those provided by the cash taker);66 and

(viii) that, wherever possible, this treatment be applied to both transactions and positions.
It is recognized that obtaining much of this information may be difficult if the sources of the
information are custodian records as the custodian may be unaware of which securities are on
repo, and especially those that have been acquired on reverse repo. Wherever possible,
compilers are encouraged to explore with their data sources means to acquire this information,
given its importance.
B. For Securities Lending Without Cash Collateral
(i)

that they be regarded as collateralized loans but as no cash exchanges hands, no loan be
recorded;

65

The Operational Guidelines recommend removing the repoed security from reserve assets and
recording them elsewhere on the monetary authority’s balance sheet.
66

Bearing in mind that an “of which” cannot be recorded for the latter as it is not retained on balance
sheet.
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(ii)

that the transaction in a security be recognized, together with the right to receive the
security back/obligation to return the security as an “other account receivable/payable”
and to identify the transaction as “of which for securities lending;”

(iii)

if, in the event that (ii) above is not practical, the securities “lender” record an “of which
on securities lending” (or as a memorandum item) on balance sheets, preferably by
counterparty, to indicate that the security is temporarily not available;

(iv)

that the securities “borrower” record an “of which acquired under securities lending” (or
as a memorandum item), preferably by counterparty, if the securities acquired have not
been on-sold;

(v)

that the securities “borrower” record a short position if the securities “borrowed” have
been on-sold and identify the counterparty from which the securities were “borrowed;”
and

(vi)

that, wherever possible, this treatment be applied to both transactions and positions.

It is recognized that obtaining much of this information may be difficult if the sources of the
information are end-investors as they may be unaware of which securities are being lent at any
given time. Wherever possible, compilers are encouraged to explore with their data sources
means to acquire this information, given its importance
C. For Gold Swaps
(i)

that they be recorded as collateralized loans, where repos are recorded as collateralized
loans (in line with the Operational Guidelines)and that the counterparties, by sector or
nonresident, be identified. Accordingly, the gold continues to be held on the balance
sheet of the original owner, the cash taker;

(ii)

that, if the cash provider is a monetary authority, it should record the loan asset
receivable in reserve assets as part of reserve assets: other claims, if it meets the reserve
assets criteria; otherwise, it should be recorded loans as to nonresidents in other
investment: assets: loans: monetary authorities (or in certain circumstances, as other
investment: assets: currency and deposits: monetary authorities);

(iii)

that the cash provider record a memorandum item “gold held under gold swap;” and

(iv)

that, wherever possible, this treatment be applied to both transactions and positions.

The option to treat gold swaps as transactions in gold is not practical as monetary authorities are
unprepared to adopt this approach.
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D. For Gold Loans or Deposits
(i)

that they be regarded as collateralized loans but as no cash exchanges hands, no loan is
to be recorded by either party;

(ii)

that the gold “borrower” record no transaction in gold (i.e., it is held off-balance sheet);

(iii)

that the gold “borrower” record a short position in commodity gold if the gold
“borrowed” is on-sold or on-lent; and

(iv)

that, wherever possible, this treatment be applied to both transactions and positions.

The option to treat gold loans or deposits as transactions in gold is not practical as monetary
authorities are unprepared to adopt this approach.
E. Treatment of the Fee Associated with Securities Lending and Gold Loans and Deposits
(i)
that more work be undertaken, in light of the Committee’s decision on the treatment of
these transactions.
VII. CONCLUSION OF THE IMF COMMITTEE ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS STATISTICS
87.
The IMF Committee gave careful consideration to the recommendations set out in the
previous section. Because these recommendations reflected the Committee’s deliberations at
previous meetings, work on other statistical manuals,67 and research undertaken by IMF staff,
the issues were ones with which the Committee was very familiar. While generally sympathetic
to the direction the paper took, however, the Committee felt that some of the recommendations
would be too difficult for countries to implement and place too great a burden upon respondents
at this stage of statistical and accounting developments. Accordingly, it accepted:
•

for repos, recommendations A.(iii), A.(iv)68 A.(v), A.(vi), A.(vii) and A.(viii). The
Committee recognized, however, that the additional information sought in A.(iii), A.(iv)
and A.(vii) may be difficult to obtain and that changing the practices of monetary
authorities with regard to their recording of reserve assets may take time;

•

for securities lending, recommendations B.(i), B(iii), B.(iv), B.(v) and B.(vi);

67

Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual; Operational Guidelines; Coordinated Portfolio
Investment Survey Guide, Second Edition.

68

In that on-selling outright of a security acquired under a reverse be recorded as a “short position” by
the on-selling party.
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•

for gold swaps, recommendations C.(i), C.(ii), C.(iii) and C.(iv), while recognizing the
additional information in C.(i), and C.(iii) will probably require changing the practices of
monetary authorities with regard to their recording of reserve assets and will may take time;

•

for gold loans and deposits, recommendations D.(i), D.(ii), D.(iii), and D.(iv);

•

for the classification of the payment of the “fee” on securities lending and gold loans and
deposits, recommendation E.(i).

The Committee rejected recommendations A.(i), A.(ii), and B(ii) as being too demanding for
implementation at this stage.
The Committee also agreed that, it is not practical to treat gold swaps, gold loans and deposits
as transactions in gold as monetary authorities would be unprepared to adopt such an approach.
Issues for discussion by the ISWGNA
1.
Does the ISWGNA agree with the Committee on which recommendations for the
treatments for repos, securities lending, gold swaps and gold loans or deposits should be
adopted?
2.
Does the ISWGNA consider that the treatment of the payment of the fee in a securities
lending transaction and gold loans or deposits requires more consideration?
3.
Does the ISWGNA agree that further work on the practical dimensions on reverse
transactions be undertaken (including the development of estimates of the size of the market and
the degree of mismeasurement)?
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